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As a coalition of providers of transmission technologies that improve grid operations, we encourage PJM
to take account of the resilience benefits of advanced technologies. During times of system stress,
network topology optimization, dynamic line ratings, and power flow control can help ensure reliable
operation. Most outages are caused by transmission and distribution outages, not generation supply.
As a complement to transmission expansion options, grid utilization technologies can be an added tool
for operators.
Lessons from the Bomb Cyclone
Two examples highlighted in initial New York and New England assessments were power flow control
(shifting power flow to less congested lines) and Dynamic Line Ratings (changing transmission flow limits
based on ambient conditions). These technologies showed their value for saving consumers money and
improving system reliability and resilience, demonstrating the potential benefits if they were deployed
more extensively.
Dynamic Line Ratings came into play when New England, the hardest hit region, in the middle of the
bomb cyclone weather event moved out of normal conditions and issued an Abnormal Conditions Alert
“for all of New England due to the extreme weather followed by forecasted extreme cold as well as fuel
supply concerns.”1 ISO-NE’s report stated, “At 16:00 on 1/3/18, the scheduling limit on the NY A.C. ties
was increased from 1,400 to 1,600MW. The increased limit was made possible by the cold conditions
which helped to improve thermal transfer capability.”2 Normally ratings are fixed based on worst case
(think hot, sunny, windless) conditions. But when it is cold, cloudy, or windy, lines are cooled, so they
can physically deliver more energy without sagging or over-heating. Changing the ratings based on
ambient conditions allowed 200 MW more imports than normal levels from New York to New England,
where the power was most needed.
ISO-NE’s action is a good example of a first baby step towards Dynamic Line Ratings. Full
implementation of DLR would have all key thermally limited lines monitored at all times, with flow limits
adjusted throughout the days, weeks, and seasons. Not only can this help keep the lights on during
emergencies, it can dramatically reduce dispatch costs and save consumers money. In all likelihood
more could have been done with DLR during this event as well; there were up to 200 MW of congestionrelated wind curtailments in New England during the event, so if those lines had been monitored and
dynamically rated, the perceived congestion might have been revealed to not actually exist, allowing up
to 200 more MW of much needed power to flow.
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Power flow control also came into play during the same weather event. Power flow control allows
power to be diverted from one path to another to avoid congestion and move power to where it is
needed. There was significant congestion in New York during the event, with 50-100 percent higher
locational prices downstate (Zone J) compared to Western New York (Zone A), and a few calls for
Transmission Loading Relief (“TLRs,” when transmission schedules are curtailed due to congestion).3
Power flow control through Phase Angle Regulators (PARs) helped: according to NYISO, “The two
Ramapo PARs had positive impacts – full utilization of 500 kV #5018.” NYISO has publicly praised the
reliability and efficiency benefits of power flow control: “The control capability provided by the two
Ramapo PARs increases operational flexibility for NYISO. Power injections can be directed where needed
for reliability.”4 PAR technology has been around for many years. There are new modular power flow
control devices on the market that can be scaled easily and be deployed quickly, allowing for this type of
control ubiquitous across the grid.
Recommendation
We encourage PJM to incorporate advanced transmission technology options into its resilience
assessments, and to include that in its report to FERC.
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